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MATTER DF, Rockwell International--Rfeconsiderarion

DIQ0EST:

Prior decision, holding protest filed after bid
opening as untinel', under 4 CF.R. 4 21.2(b) (1)
(177), where biddtr protests solicitation wlhch
permitted "all or -ot e" bids and 4 of 19 itens
being procured were on Qualified ?roducts Lisc
(QPL), which was apparent from solicitation, is
affirmed on reconsideration as number of fi mns on
QPL is irrelevant, since protester was n:: on QPL
and, therefore, could not Aid on "all or none"
basis.

Rockwell Internationsal (Rockwell) has requesLcu reconnidcra-
t'on of our decision in the matter oi P.uckwell Internaticnai,
B-19C498, November 15.. 1977, in which iwe elJ untimely Rockwell's
protest under solicitation Nu,, FTAP-B4-95026 issued by the General
Services Administration (GSA).

Rockwell'a protest was based on the contention that GSA
improperly included four items in the solicitation, soliciting
bids on 19 portable electric power tools, which were effectively
sole-source items to blacl: & Decker Manufacturing Company (B&D)
as the only firm on the Qualified Products List (QPL) for these
four items. B&D submitted the low bid under the soliciLation on
an "all or none" basis. Rockwell contends that these four items
should not be awarded bu; negotiated sole-source with B&D and that
the award for the remaining items should be made to Rockwell based
on its low "all or none" bid excluding the four sole-source items.

We found the protest to be untimely filetd under 4 C.F.R.
5 20.2(b)(1) of our Bid Protest Procedures (4 C.F.R. part 20
(1977)) which require:! protests based upon alleged improprieties
apparent prior to bid opening to be filed prior to bid opening.
The Solicitation permitted "all or none" bids and stated tiat the
four items were restricted to sources on the QPL and, therefore,
we stated Rockwell should have known that B&D could hid as it did
under the terms of the solicitation.
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Rockwell's request for reconsideration is based in its
cnntenti'n that, under the QPL program, the names of products being
tested for the list cannot be disclosed untia they have been added
to the >list and, therefore, another bidder could have qualified
and baei added to the QPL a few hours before bid rpening.

Ou: prior decision was not based on the amber of firms
on the QVL but merely that the QPL program was being used in a
solicitattun which permitted "all or none" bids. Disregarding
the nimber of firms on the QPL, the point of the prior decision
was that a firm not on the QPL could not bid "all or none," which
was evident from the time of the issiance of the solicitation.
This was the reason we noted that Rockwell had bid in a similar
manner on two past GSA procurements where Rockwell was on the QPL.
While Rockwell states, in its request for reconsideration, that
two other firms wcre also on the QPL, this does not change the
result of the prior decision. Any firm not on the QFL was restricted
from bidding on an "all or none" basis while the. QPL firms had this
option.

Accordingly, our prior decision is affirmed.

~7k
Deputy Comptroller General.

of the United States
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